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================================================================================
COMMERCIAL / SPECIALTY MKTS CONTRACTOR
Michigan
Annual Revenues: $11,839,078 (At a (5) Yr Annual Compound Growth of 7.6%)
Annual Cash Flow: $2,611,808
Asking: $11,200,000
This highly profitable company provides specialty contracted services for new, remodeling and upgrading
of commercial buildings. Client buildings can be general purpose or buildings with highly specialized
components and services such as: Healthcare, Education and Research & Development operations.
Company’s proven “Niche” successes have allowed them to establish an exemplary reputation, with
unmatched staff: construction, technical and installation skills.
Because of historical successes, this company realizes outstanding profit margins via their highly skilled
workforce with very low turnover. All employees are well trained, paid above industry compensation
standards, resulting in noteworthy client loyalty within their targeted markets. Their earned “AAA+”
reputation has also allowed them to secure preferred pricing from their key manufacturers and suppliers.
With more than 23 years of success, a new company owner can direct the organization forward to realize
continued dynamic growth within all company financial metrics.
BTW: Overall, the COVID-19 pandemic has had minimal negative impact on the company as evidenced by
record revenue and profitability.
This information is secured from sources BUSINESS BUYER DIRECTORY, LLC, “BBD”, believes to be reliable and accurate. BBD makes no representations or warranties
whatsoever as to the accuracy of any of this information. Interested parties of the above noted company must verify the accuracy of this information and conduct their own
due diligence and bear all risk for any information inaccuracies. BBD: does NOT represent this company or its agents, is not a business broker; are not FINRA/ NASD
registered, provides only seller contact information, no advisory inputs. This is not an offer to sell, or a solicitation to sell securities. Information is void where prohibited.

